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Panorama
Sapphire sea
Gulls winging their

way

Listlessly

Over young breakers;
Topaz sun
Transforming sails to pearl;
A strip of emerald land
Bordered by grey chalk cliffs,
And dotted by myriads of low,
Thatched roofs;

Plymouth harbor,
Nestled within
The Devonshire hills.
Virginia P.

Lowe

A Student's Tribute
to

Miss Estelle Smithey

(Died

March

1,

1938.)

can only know that the world
has been made a nobler and loftier
place for me, because I have talked,
walked, and worked with Miss
Smithey. She has left a tradition
that will be a light unto all that
I

walk therein.
The best tribute we students can
pay to her memory is to consecrate
ourselves With unselfish devotion to
work for humanity, progress, and
education.

Bonnie Lane,

Paris,

France

(Extract from a letter.)

'37

—

My

Catalogne of Lovely Things

A

robin caroling,
Soft breath of Spring;
A pine tree, black
Against the wind-swept sky;
A dewy bank,
Cool waters flowing by;

A

velvet sky,

The music of the spheres;

A

candle's gleam,

The steady hope

A

of day;

falling rain.

The coolness

of the earth;
quickening smile.
The joy of living life;
A stillness in the ocean's depth.
Its timeless flow;
A chord of deepest organ tones
All glimpses into God's Infinity.

A

Helen Reiff^

'40

:

Shakespeare and Music
Alfred H. Strick

[HAKESPEARE'S

music is obvious, even
to those who are inclined to pay attention only to
his poetic and dramatic art. Of his thirty-seven
plays, no less than thirty-two contain interesting references to music and musical matters. Many of these references are brilliant puns upon instruments and technical
rules, such as the scene between Peter and the musicians
in Romeo and Juliet; others are metaphors, such as may
be found in Hiamlet's trenchant reproach of Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern. Still others seem to show Shakespeare's
feeling toward music as an indication of character. In fact
in Act II of The Merchant of Venice, Lorenzo declares
interest in

that:

"The man that hath no music in himself.
Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds.
Is fit for treasons, strategems and spoils."

And Caesar

says of the crafty and cruel Cassius:

"He

is

a great observer,

and he looks

Quite through the deeds of men; he loves no plays
As thou dost, Anthony; he hears no music."

Frequently Shakespeare mentions music as a part of
good breeding. In The Taming of the Shrew when
Baptista is arranging for tutors for his daughters, he is
careful to engage a music teacher. Speaking of Bianca, he
says:

"And

for I know, she taketh most delight
In music, instruments, and poetry."

In Act IV of Pericles,

Gower says

"In music, letters, who hath gained
Of education all the grace,
Which makes her both the heart and place
Of general wonder."

Then

in Othello

he reminds us that music

is

a refining

:
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power. Tormented by jealousy Othello remembers the
graces of Desdemona
what she is. So delicate with her
an admirable musician! O, she will sing

"I do but say

needle!

the savageness out of a bear!"

Shakespeare also claims for music therapeutic power. A
notable example of this is when King Lear's mental faculties are restored to him through the power of music. In
The Taming of the Shrew we find Shakespeare berating
the person so unlearned as not to know that it's music
that will revive the tired brain:
"Preposterous ass, that never read so far

To know the cause why music was ordained!
Was it not to refresh the mind of man
After his studies or his usual pain?"

Nor does Shakespeare overlook the pure aesthetic enjoyment of music. Glancing through the plays almost at
random, one comes across such lines as these in The
Merchant of Venice.
"How

sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank!
we sit and let the sounds of music
Creep in our ears. Soft stillness and the night
Becomes the touches of sweet harmony."

Here

will

The songs which Shakespeare uses may roughly be
divided into three types

:

tavern songs, ballads, and lyrics.

By

tavern songs We mean not only the scurvy tunes
of Stephano but also the rounds and catches which were
in good standing. A round or a catch is a composition in
canon form, that is a composition which the
in
singers, singing the same tune, come in one after
another at stated intervals and keep on going round
and round as in "Scotland's Burning" and "Row, row,
row, the boat." Sometimes Shakespeare's catches imply
a pun. For instance, one popular round, beginning very
slowly, "Ah, How Sophia", increases in tempo and sound
vnth each repetition until finally the browtn rafters of
the tavern roof ring with "A house afire!"
In Act II, Scene III of Twelfth Night, we have a round
which is indeed well calculated to "draw three souls out

Shakespeare and Music
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of one weaver". It begins very slowly but like "Ah, How
Sophia" it grows faster and faster as the excitement
increases. By the en dof the song we are convinced that the
rascal is present, for before the round is sung throughout
we hear nine times the words "Thou knave". Like the

round mentioned above it grows faster and faster.
Other examples of the round are Stephano's "Flout
'Em and Scout 'Em" in The Tempest and "Jack Boy, Ho
Boy, News!" in The Taming of the Shrew. The last of
these is one of the oldest rounds in existence. It is to be
sung by four voices.
Act II Scene III of "Twelfth Night" is a veritable
treasure house of old ballads. Here we find "Peg o' Ramsey" with its rollicking tune and its story of a pretty miller
lass, and "Three Merrie Men Be Wee" sung in snatches
by Sir Toby. The "Three Merrie Men" are a cellarer, a
pantler, and a cook, each one of whom tells what makes
his office of special dignity. The stanzas conclude always
in a rather irrelevant chorus.
"There dwelt a man in Babylon" also sung by Sir
Toby a tune somewhat reminiscent of Green Sleeves.
But turning from this admirable fooling of Sir Toby
to Autolycus in Act IV, Scene IV of The Winter's Tale we
find a group of songs representative of the sixteenth century. It is one of the most important to be found in Shakespeare. Autolycus even sells ballads "of all sizes" among his
wares. The country folk, Mopsa, Dorcas, and the Clown,
buy them and afterwiards sing them:
:

you did but hear the pedlar
at the door, you would never dance again after a tabor
Servant:

master,

if

move you! He sings
several tunes faster than you'll tell money; he utters them
as he had eaten ballads, and all men's ears grow to his

and pipe;

no, the bagpipe could not

tunes.

Clown:
in. I

He

could never come better.

love a ballad but even too well, if

matter

merrily set

He
it

shall

come

be a doleful

down, or a very pleasant thing indeed

and sung lamentably.
Then Autolycus peddling ballads comes

in

with his

J

:
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"prettiest love-longs with such delicate burdens of 'dildos'
and 'fachings' jump her and thump her 'Whoop, do me no
harm, good man'."
;

^ntolycuB'a prettl«at love

eonsfl

£fes^
-*>^

Wlyoop'

Jii
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"«^

SArm, <joo4
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Autolycus then offers for sale a ballad of a usurer's
wife "to a very doleful tune", "a ballad of a cold-hearted
maid, very pitiful", and one or two merry ballads throwli
in for good measure. All, he swears, are true. And Mopsa
succinctly observes, "I love a ballad in print o' life, for
then we are sure they are true."
In Hamlet, Oheplia comes into the room asking "Where
the beauteous majesty of Denmark?" Then she forgets
her question and sings:
is

"How should I your true-love know
From another one?
By his cockle hat and staff
And his sandal shoon.
He is dead and gone, lady,
He is dead and gone;
At his head a grass- green
At his heels a stone,"

turf,

Fortunately the music of Ophelia's songs has been
preserved for us. Without the original music much of the
Ophelia's eong:
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pathetic quality of the scene would be lost. The
of the plaintive breaking off into the little
Valentine Song, so incongruous and in such sharp contrast

effect
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sombre background of death and madness

is

very

intense.
The Little Val*ntlr.« aonp;

&

/i:

-^-^

i
In King Lear we find the same masterly use of scraps
and tag ends of songs, bits of old ballads, disjointed syllables shouted to the wind by Tom O'Bedlam as he hurls
defiance at that which has brought him to his misery.
Taken as a whole, and studied in chronological order,
Shakespeare's lyrics show that he gradually came to
harmonize the lyrics more and more with the spirit of the
plays in which they appear.
When we compare a few lyrics and their settings
chosen from the early plays with others chosen from the
late plays, this growing sense of unity between song and
scene becomes apparent. In the form of Love's Labours
Lost that has come down to us, the lyrics come at the end
of the play and have little other connection with the plot

than to give

it

a jolly conclusion:

"When the daises pied and violets blue
And lady smocks all silver-white
And cuckoo buds of yellow hue
Do paint the meadows with delight."
In the

Two Gentlemen

lyric so well

known

of Verona,

"Who

is

Sylvia?" the

to us in Schubert's setting, has indeed

a slightly closer connection with its scene. Sylvia is a
character in the piece, and the song is in terms flatteringly personal to her. This loose connection of song with
plot and character is found in "Under the Greenwood
Tree" (As You Like It, Act II, Scene V), in "Will You
Buy My Tape?" (Winter's Tale, Act IV, Scene III), "Sigh
no more, Ladies", (Much Ado About Nothing, Act II),
"Tell me where is fancy bred" (Merchant of Venice, Act
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Scene II), and "Take, oh, take those lips away" (Measuse for Measure, Act IV, Scene I).
III,

There are, however, lyrics that have even less connection with the scenes in which they appear. "Hark, Hark,
the Lark" (Cymbeline, Act II, Scene III), "0, Mistress
Mine" (Twelfth Night, Act II, Scene III, and "It Was a
Lover and His Lass" (As You Like It, Act V, Scene III).
These lyrics and others that might be listed are decorations

— pleasant

diversions in their scenes.

C" Hletrtes K'ln«"

i

nyrd

^^.M^
I

.'

J

I

:>C>

—

c-nrl
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—
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But where we come to a play which is among the last,
namely. The Tempest, we find a unity of plot and lyric
and musical allusion, far greater than in any other play.
The Tempest almost induces us to believe that the author
sensed the possibilities of a play in music, 'Opera in
Musica', as the Italians called it. Certainly it is a very
striking example of the effective use of music to strengthen the effect of a play. Rarely, if ever, has music been
used in a play with greater cogency or more apt suggestiveness. The atmosphere of mystery and magic is so
suffused with music that we feel that:
.

.

"The

.

isle is full

of noises,

Sounds, the sweet airs that give delight and hurt not.
Sometimes a thousand twanging instruments
Will hum about mine ears; and sometimes voices,
That, if I then had wak'd after long sleep,
Will

Light,

make me

sleep again."

whose source we cannot trace

much more

so

is

music, since

it

is full of mystery;
not only suggests the

Shakespeare and Music
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supernatural, but speaks to the emotions as well, and

makes one
Shake

slumber and beware.
Awake, Awake!

off

Likewise Caliban carries on the spirit of the scene, and
reveals his own nature in his drunken songs as in,
"Farewell, master; farewell, farewell!
I'll make for fish,
Nor fetch in firing
At requiring.
Nor scrape tencher, nor wash dish.
'Ban, 'Ban, Ca Caliban
Has a new master. Get a new man."

No more dams

—

To be sure we must remember that Shakespeare did
not always have the opportunity to develop his musical
plans. In the sixteenth century one of the actors in each
company did all the singing, and his repertory did not
have to be entirely renewed for each play. This would
explain a good deal of the loose connection between lyric
and scene in the earlier plays. This also makes it only
more interesting that Shakespeare should have experimented with whole scenes built up on musical allusion
with rapid dialogue in songs (as in Twelfth Night and
King Henry IV, Part Two) and that he should finally
have written such a play as the Tempest.
Aside from this growing sense of the unity of music
v^^ith the drama, the music in Shakespeare's plays is not
different in character from that of other dramatists of
the period. For the essential quality of Shakespeare lies,
musical and
it seems, in the use he makes of the stuff
which
his
generation
into
otherwise
put
his hands.

—

—

—

To a

Little

Boy

Because you are so small and full of life
That's crowded with bright days of hand springs,
Cops and robbers, Indians and shows,
Because you're not afraid to fight, although
You're told it's wrong to, and come home with
A torn shirt and a bloody nose.
Because your little head holds not a thought
Of worldly woes or shattered dreams, but
Only hopes undimmed with care,
I like to play your games, to laugh with you,
To hug you close to me and slip my
Fingers through your curly hair.
Katherine

S,

Roberts,

'39

For Love of the Master
Ernestine Meachum,

[ISTER

'41

AGNi^SIA put down

listened. Yes, there

her

weaving

and

was

again, the long, eerie
howl of a dog quite near. She felt her spine crawl
as she left her cell and went swiftly do^vn the narrow
corridor to Sister Cecile's door. Sister Cecile was on her
it

knees before the small hand-carved crucifix near the head
of her bed, her bowed head outlined in the candle light
and against its drapes. Agnasia entered and softly went
to the window to wait. Leaning her head against the cold
glass and gazing upw^ard toward the sky, she saw slipping
among the clouds near the moon a tiny plane. All but the
green bead of light on its tail disappeared; still, the bay
of the dog floated up from the open courtyard below.
Agnasia's eyes dilated with fear when she caught sight
of Sister Cecile's great police dog. His splendid head
straining upward, he seemed to be following with his
mournful howls the flight of the plane. Drawing back with
a shiver, Agnasia felt a cool hand laid on her arm and
heard Sister Cecile's voice, low and calm, say: "There is
nothing to fear, dear. I'll call him." Opening the window
Sister Cecile whistled softly to the dog. He turned his
head toward her as if waiting to be soothed by her voice.
Then looking directly at him, she said, "It's all right,
Menka. Go, lie down; there's a good boy." The dog took
one last look into the distant sky and obediently walked
into the shadows and lay down.

now

was vdth Sister Cecile.
panting breaths, "Oh, Sister
Cecile, I can't stand it The howling day and night of that
dog, the air of mystery, the strange way Mother Marie
looks at me and shakes her head when I ask her questions.
Oh, it's all so weird."
Agnasia

felt safer

But she spoke with

that she

little
!

"You poor

girl!"

"Of
you the story

Sister Cecile said soothingly,

course, you are frightened.

But when

I tell

;
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of my Menka, you will no longer be afraid; you will only
pity him." As she talked, Sister Ceeile took from the little
shelf above her crucifix the candle, the light of which
had formed a halo around the head of the picture of
Mary, the Mother of God, and blew out the flame. Then
reaching for Agnasia's hand she sank down on a footstool near the window seat on which Agnasia was seated.
And time like a thief in the night stole by as she unfolded
this story:

"A

young man with a fresh strong air of the counhim entered the crowded compartment of a train

tall

try about

its way to Paris and stood searching with a confused
look for a seat. Finally he had to share a seat beside a
sleeping girl. As he sat there hardly breathing lest he
disturb her, she turned in her sleep and rested her head
against his shoulder. Confused, he blushed and drew back
from the unintentional advances of his companion. Still
disconcerted, he lit his pipe and puffed away at it so vigorously that the smoke stifled the girl. With a cough, she
woke. Horrified at her position she apologized profusely.

on

"Suddenly without knowing why, he began to like her
perhaps it was because of her face. He felt as if he had

known her always. He even

confided to her his ambitions
about becoming an aviator, and she in turn told him of
her desire to become a great dancer.

"That evening about dusk the train crawled into the
shelter of the great Paris station. Bewildered by the vastness of the crowds, they felt the need of each other. As

they stepped from the train ladder, the girl saw that a
Catholic priest was eyeing her intently. Grasping the boy's
hand, she plunged with him into the crowd. Once in the
street, he halted and demanded an explanation. She told
him with panting breath that such a big crowd had frightened her.

"They walked over to the next boulevard in search of
a street cafe w^here they might get a bite to eat. Over their
chocolate and buns they discussed plans for the future.
He would get a room for her at the neighboring pension
recommended by the cafe proprietor. In the morning he
would meet her for a "petit de jeuner". Upon taking leave
of him she thanked him heartily for his friendly pro-

For Love

of the

15

Master

and left him, her heart light and her eyes shining.
he in turn went whistling to find a lodging place

tection,

And

close by.

found employment as a dancer in a night
club called the Oublette Rouge. But her friend could only

"The

girl

as a courier at the Hotel Place de la Concord.
Before long, however, they saved between them a neat
little sum of money. The girl urged him to take the money
and begin his schooling as an aviator, but he stood firm
and finally persuaded her to use it for her dancing lessons. His heart grew light and happy with the thought

work

find

of her new found joy. It was two months later when he
signed up for his first lesson in aeronautics. These two
young students now walked in a world all of their own.
On Sundays and holidays they often walked hand in hand
through the green park of the Bois de Boulogne and fed

the swans on the lake. On their return they stopped at
the Notre Dame Cathedral to kneel in prayer, and at the
Louvre to look at the pictures. But there was one thing
that bothered him: he could feel that she was trying to
tell him something. It haunted him.

dog that had been
hurt at the airport. Together they set the broken leg and
cared for it until it was well. After that the dog followed
them like a shadow.
"One of the happiest and yet saddest days of their lives
w,as the day selected for the young man's solo flight. Early
that morning the girl in a sport coat and bright red beret
stood with the dog beside the plane. The boy busily fussed
over his engine for a last minute check up. Finally, all
was ready, and he pulled his helmet over his dark curls,
buttoned his leather jacket, and turned to her. She hesitated a moment, then suddenly flew into his arms their
lips met; it was their parting kiss. He held her close to
his heart, and she thrilled with the nearness of him. In a
few moments he was in the cockpit. It took all her strength
to hold back the dog.
"As she stood watching the plane take off, someone
came up behind her and touched her on the shoulder and
called her by name. She turnd with a start and found

"One day he brought home a

police

;

herself face to face with the

same Catholic

priest

from
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whom

she had fled upon her arrival in Paris. Covering
her face with her hands, she stood trembling before him
while he talked to her in a low stern voice. Suddenly there
was a roar overhead and the plane swooped down and
taxied to a stop. The boy scrambled out and ran toward
them. Suddenly he stopped, with a questioning look on
his face. He saw the young girl. Her head was bowed and
the priest was earnestly talking to her. She shook her head
vehemently. The boy came up to them and demanded the
meaning of all this. She asked the priest to let her talk
with the boy alone. The good father retired a few
steps, and she ran into the boy's arms, sobbing bitterly.
He held her close to his breast, and she told him her
secret.

"Her father and mother had died when she was very
young, leaving her to the care of the nuns in the Southern
Convent. She had taken the vows but had grown to hate
the quiet monotony of the life there; and so she had
broken her vows by running away. Now the priest had
come to find her and bring her back to the fold. But she
could not leave and would not leave her friend. Suddenly,
she raised her head and looked at him. He was staring
over her head with unseeing eyes, his white face immobile
except for the small muscle which quivered in his right
cheek.

"Passionately she grasped his arms and cried, *Do you

want me
go

if

to leave

you think

"Still

you? Tell me!

It will kill

me

—but

I'll

it's best.'

gazing into space, he rasped in a dry unnatural

we must face
made your vows, and it's
keep them. You will never find happiness

voice, 'Yes, Aeo,

you must

go. It's hard, but

our duty. Remember, you

your duty to
by trying to escape your duty.

you always!' His
voice broke as he freed himself from her ardent embrace
and ran blindly toward his plane.
"The good father led the girl away, and the plane roared
up into the air. The faithful dog* ran madly after his
master's plane, then, torn between two loves, he trotted
a little way after Aeo. Then he turned and cast a longing
I'll

love

For Love of the Master
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look into the sky that had swallowed up his master. Finally he hung his head and followed behind Aeo and the
priest.

"The broken-spirited girl returned to the shelter of
the cloister, and Mother Marie was kind to her. The only
penalty imposed on her was that she never let her lover's
name pass her lips again. So Aeo took the name of Sister
Cecile and lived in anguish for many months. At last she
won contentment by giving her life to the Master's service.
Not so with Menka. His poor animal heart knows only
that it has lost a loved one. He still longs for his master's
touch and the sound of his voice. Now everytime he hears
the sound of a plane, he mourns for his lost master."
As Cecile ceased speaking, Agnasia embraced her with
tears in her eyes and cried, "At last I've found you,
Aeo, that boy was my brother."

Letter
Moonlight

spills

through

my

window,

Softly, all over the floor,

And the little leaf-shadows leap and dance
On the rug, and the walls, and the door.
Here on the floor

in the moonlight,

whisper over again
The words that were in your letter,
And the way you signed your name.
I

try to think what was in it
That made this feeling start,
But I can't seem to make myself hear me
For the words that sing in my heart.
I

Moonlight

falls over your letter,
heart doesn't know its place.
While the little leaf -shadows leap and dance
In an intricate pattern of lace.

And my

Katherine

S.

Roberts,

'39

A Kentucky Derby
Margaret Stallard,

'39

nOUISVILLE

receives its track visitors by rail, air,
and highway. They come dressed in sport togs of
the latest fashion and with money in their hands
to see another Kentucky Derby run.
Some of the visitors drowse upon the green lawns of
Churchill Downs, and some pass out. Liquor flows freely
with them at this season of the year. They fight for tickets
in the betting sheds, and some go broke; they struggle
for coffee and sandwiches, and some go hungry. They
pack all seats and standing room; they clamber to the
rooftops. They crane their necks to see the Derby run.
Some see; some don't. But those who don't, cheer just the

same.

For two brief minutes on a Saturday in May the eyes
of the world focus on the Kentucky race track. At that
time nothing matters except "Who's ahead? Who's winning? Who's won?"

There are the fat and the lean, the richly clad and the
clad. There is also the love of horses that is
wholesome and clean, a love deep-rooted in the Bluegrass
tradition, the love that values a thoroughbred for his own
sake, for the proud arch of his neck, for the sleekness of
his coat and for the smooth swiftness of his stride. And
yet there is also a cheaper semblance of love that sees a
thoroughbred as but a pawn in the game, a flicker of
saddled speed that runs only to settle bets and to put
money on the line.
scantily

Again on Churchill Downs is the swift tension as the
horses prance out on the course to the strains of "Old
Kentucky Home", still the favorite tune at a Kentucky
Derby. A lull descends as Starter Hamilton and his assistants work with the entries in the starting gate. And then
there is that split second when thousands sing "They're
off" and the thoroughbreds break from the barrier and
hurtle into action on the field.
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In the brief intervening seconds before the winner
speeds across the finish line, there is not a human being
in the world for the thousands packed on the Downs to
them there is only a group of horses dashing around a
dusty oval to a garland, a title, and a crown.
A few strides after the start a horse is knocked to his
knees, but he improves his position gradually and begins
closing resolutely down on the leader. Another horse
badly blocked in the first quarter, makes a bid as he enters
the stretch, but he weakens. Some lose ground. A few are
jostled on the first turn and fail to catch up. Still another
crosses to the inside, approaching the first turn, showing
speed for about five-eighths.
Down the stretch comes a great, fine, beautiful "hoss"
to take it all
the gold and glory, the Derby haul.
Crouched on his back like a cat on a limb is the jockey,
weighing not over a hundred pounds. His silks are of the
same color as the banner of the man who owns the horse
;

—

he

rides.

As

the horses move, the close-packed faces of the crowd
them like the faces of a w'ell drilled
army. Thousands of eyes are turned in only one direction
as the newsreel cameras grind.
Then suddenly it is all over, "The Finish", and the

in the stands follow

burst of cheering subsides. Then, semi-silence
descends as the crowd awaits the posting of the winner's
name which is verified by photo finish. The name is posted.
Then amid the cheers of the winners and groans of the
losers, those on the stands who can see the board shout
the name of the winner to the throng below.
A mad rush follows; the throng turns, and those
making straight, place, and show, struggle to get their
tickets cashed. In 1936 Bold Venture paid almost 21 to 1
and caused more headaches than the law allows.
Each year the scene is re-enacted and another horse
receives the garland and the glory. For true lovers of the
Kentucky Derby, the color and flash, the excitement that
results from even mentioning the name, never diminishes.
first

The Woman's Room
Mary Harrison Vaughan,

'38

he pushed the door open and gradually
VERY gently
eyes adjusted themselves
the dusky
his

His feet
crossed to the

to

interior.

made no sound on the thick rug as he
windows. He opened them and flung the

White blinds apart, letting in the brilliant morning sunshine.

The pungent odor of the closed room was soon dispelled by the delicious fragrance of the apple tree in full
bloom just outside the window and in the earthy smell
of a newly plowed field by the green lawn. The man kept
moment on the pattern of shadow-blossoms
the sun made on the dull blue rug as it shone through
the apple tree. He braced himself for the familiar room
his eyes for a

he knew he would see when he

lifted his eyes.

First of all his eyes wandered to a low chintz-covered
chair by the casement windows. He remembered just how
high her curly hair had reached on the back of the chair,
and his mouth became a thin line, his eyes sad, as his
hand caressed the hallowed spot. The table beside the

chair held a rush sewing box that he remembered she had
once cherished. It was one of the things he associated
with her. Tenderly, he opened the box, revealing scissors,
thimble, needles, thread, neatly arranged in compartments. In the compartment holding garments to be mended
was a tiny white sleeve. Hastily, the man let the lid drop
and glanced in the direction of the dressing table.
dainty, glass-topped dressing table, resplendpetticoat of soft blue net. The man was
ruffled
ent in a
beside its coquettish femininity. A silver
masculine
big and
comb, brush, and hand mirror and
of
consisting
set
M. E. R. was arranged neatly in the
initials
the
bearing
squatty lamps with rose pottery
Two
table.
the
center of
shades stood opposite each
parchment
quaint
bases and
round mahogany mirror.
of
the
side
either
other on
It

was a
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Bottles of various colors and sizes lined the back of the
dresser.

The man

lifted the tops of several

and

sniffed

reminiscently. Suddenly his throat seemed to close and he

breathed deeply as he replaced the last top.

The chest

of drawers

was

definitely masculine.

military brush, a box of Lavendar talcum
clothes brush were visible.

The man did not

A man's

powder,
let his

a

eyes

linger on these objects but turned to the picture of a
girl, in a gold frame. Trustful eyes smiled at him
below a mass of light curls. He remembered the curve of
those cheeks and the uplifted chin with the dimple. Some-

young

how

the picture

made him

forget the present for a while

and remember only the past, the precious past.
Her voice came to him for the first time quite plainly.
She had said, "I want the smiling picture, because I'll
always smile when I look at you, my dear." The present
came back, and checked the smile that had begun on his
lips. He wondered about those words spoken so confidently by those dear lips. Was she smiling at him now?
He closed his eyes tightly and when he opened them, they
fell on a tiny blue bed-slipper lying on its side under the
high canopied bed.
Kneeling, the man carefully placed the shoe in his
hand. How ridiculously little it was He patted it as it lay
so small and perky in his hand. Again that voice haunted
him "Just the shoe for a bride " Reverently, the man
replaced the shoe just where it had lain, with the same
side next to the rug.
!

—

The faint smile that reached only his lips, remained as
the man arose and made his way to the desk opposite
the dressing table. The ink on the blue blotter was purple,
he knew. He picked it up. Yes, it was purple. She had
said, "Purple for a little girl" and had laughed delightfully, he remembered. His hands wandered over the short
blue fountain pen, the mass of letters addressed in a
masculine handwriting and tied with a blue ribbon. In
one of the pigeon holes he found a letter addressed in a
sprawling childish hand: "To my dear husband". The
man's hand trembled as he tore open the thick parchment
and read the first line:

The Woman's Room
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dear,

So many things could happen, and there are so
many things you should know if anything ever
does happen to me.

The man's eyes went
tinued to linger on them,
he reached the signature.
but returned ever to the

hastily over the lines and conscarcely seeing the words after

His mind re-lived past moments
empty present.

Finally the distant animal cry of a small baby brought
to the realization of his surroundings.
He
glanced helplessly around the room. To escape the life
he must face when he left that room would be impossible.

him back

The sun no longer made shadow-blossoms on the rug.
The organdy curtains swayed gently in the afternoon
breeze. Suddenly, he realized that he was hot. The odors
from the apple blossoms stifled him. He had smelled so

many

flowers that week!

RURAL SKETCHES

PLANTING TIME

CHEthrough
sun

warm

on Edgar's back as it filtered
As he finished putting
a green tender tobacco plant into the earth, he
straightened up, and looked around him. His expression
plainly showed satisfaction, for what he saw was pleasing
to his eye. About him were his broad fields; the one to
his left was already dotted with small green plants in
straight even rows. The one on which he stood was only
partially planted. As he turned, he glimpsed the cherry
trees in full bloom.
felt

his clean blue shirt.

He thought of the work which had gone into making
the scene which now lay before him. He gazed at the
charred stumps and thought of the day the fire on this
very field got from under control. The two colored tenant
farmers vdth him had been wild with fear. He had managed, however, to keep calm, for long contact with the
land had taught him to be calm.
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Over the hill came the clang of the dinner bell. In his
mind Edgar could see Nanny, the black cook, standing on
the back porch pulling the bell rope which ran through
a hole near the eaves of the house so that Nanny might
not have to go outside in falling weather to ring the great
iron bell which hung at the top of a twelve-foot pole.

As he started down the sandy road to his home, he saw
the darkies striding across the field to their home.
"Don't forget to bring the chains back, boys", he called
to them.

Walking along the road, he noticed with pride the
budding trees, the hepatica in the shaded moss, and the
jack-in-the-pulpit. As he came up the hill to the packing
house, his steps began to quicken. He always went eagerly
toward home, for home was part of him, and he loved it.
He loved also the approach from the front. The tall elms
seemed to beckon him on. The large, square, three storied
house sat upon a grassy knoll. A wide porch ran around
the right side, and there was a small stoop in front. The
white paint, the green blinds, and the broad windows
with their white ruffled curtains gave it a cheerful
apparance. It was a lived-in house!
In the cool dining room furnished with old Hepplewhite, Edgar and his wjife, Elizabeth, at the noon meal.
During the meal he told her of the progress he had
made in the fields. She was interested, for she, too, loved
the planting time.

After the meal he went into the living room, for a brief
The house was cool and
unusually quiet. The children were in school. There was
only the high pitched crooning voice of Nanny as she sang
one of her spirituals.
rest before returning to the field.

Refreshed, Edgar started back to the fields.
The two darkies were already stooping over the rows,
busily planting.

"You all finish these two rows, and I'll go down near
the bottom and start", Edgar said approvingly as he
inspected their work.
Eagerly and carefully, he planted till dark, putting
each plant tenderly into the soil, for he had learned that
a proper beginning makes a proper ending. It was some-
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thing more than a mere tobacco plant that he planted he
put himself into every plant that he put into the earth.
He grew with them. He knew the tobacco to be a great
friend. It had given him all that he had; all of his life
had been built around it. His father and his father's
father had been tobacco planters. Tobacco had been the
means of his grandfather's building what was now Edgar's
beautiful country home. It was his life. He liked to watch
it grow from a tiny shoot into a tall,
beautiful, wellformed, graceful plant. Nothing gave him a greater thrill
than to see the dark rich brown plants hanging from the
rafters of his barn.
;

Too dark now to plant more, he called the darkies and
them to come along, for the milking and other chores
had to be done.
That night he looked out of the broad window of his
bedroom at his fields lying quiet under the star-studded
sky and thanked God for his fields of good earth.
told

Jane Hardy,

'40

DAIRYING
'PRING comes
first

of

May

early in Southside Virginia. By the
the leaves have their full growth.

About two weeks before the grass was tall enough for
grazing, Bert Gatz and his hired men worked hard repairing pasture fences. Rotten posts were replaced by firm,
seasoned oak ones, and sagging wires were tightened up.
By the end of May the cows were kept in the pasture all
day, except at milking time. Bert loved to smell the sweet
clover as he went through the pasture about two o'clock
in the morning rounding up his cows. One by one they
came up the long winding path to the barn. Big Mary,
the best milker, led the line of one hundred and twentyfive Jerseys and Guernseys.
"Mister,

dem cows

sho does smell strong of onions",
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Lee, the colored hired man, would sometimes say, as the
cows filed into the iron stalls.

"Well, g-ive the offenders a big dose of baking soda",
replied Bert as he attached the electric milker to the cow
in the first stall.

Pails rattled on the concrete floor. Cows switched their
and the milking continued. Soon the pure white
foaming milk was carried to the milk room where it was
strained into a big vat. It was then run through the
separator. There was a constant gurgling sound as the
tails

milk rushed from the faucet of the suspended vat into
the basin of the separator. Into one pail went the thin
blue milk and into the shiny can the sweet, yellow cream,
the real gold of the dairy. The cream was placed in the
refrigerator until the next morning when it would be
shipped away.
Bert and two neighboring dairymen sent their milk
on a separate truck to the Richmond Dairy. Bate Hanman
shipped about seventy-five gallons daily, and Bert and
Pete Sparkman a hundred and fifty gallons respectively.
At seven-thirty each morning the truck left for Richmond.
Every can of milk must have a temperature of sixty
degrees when it reached its destination or it was sent back
to the owner. In winter the cans wore heavy flannel
jackets to keep the milk from freezing. In the summer it
was cooled to a certain degree and sent to the central
dairy. On the way it was kept agitated to keep the cream
from rising to the top and turning to butter. The pasteurization and bottling were done upon arrival in the big
distributing center and then the milk was sold to thousands of consumers. Having a contract to ship a certain
amount of milk daily, Bert was assured of a good price
the year round.

By seven-thirty every morning the cows were taken
back to pasture. Bert, Lee, and Tom then got the barn in
ship-shape order the inspector might come any day. Not
the least bit of dirt in a crevice in which a germ might
lurk is overlooked, by the sharp-eyed inspctor who,
unannounced, visits the establishment. During the cleaning up Lee got out the manure spreader, drawn by two
big black Percherons, and scattered th manure over the
;
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them. Bert swept the aisles and cleaned
the troughs. He kept an eye out for swinging spider webs
in the corners and around the windows. Tom washed the
pails until the inspector could have seen his bald head in
fields to enrich

them While the milk cans were being steamed, the noise
was terrific. The steam hissed and sputtered cans clanked
and clattered and underneath it all was the steady purr
!

;

;

of electrical motors.

In the spring and summer, time is left from taking care
of the cows to grow their feed. This is a busy time. Acres
and acres of rich earth have already been plowed by the

chugging tractor. Enough ensilage must be raised to last
over the long winter when the cows are kept indoors. One
fi,eld is set aside to grow seed corn for another year. The
corn has to be worked and the hay cut. During August
and early September, loads of sweet smelling hay are
stored in the barn loft for winter use. A pulley raises the
hay from the wagon to the loft into which it vanishes.
Golden September is also a busy time on the farm.
The making of ensilage has begun. From early morning to
late at night the roar of the tractor, the calling of men,
and the yelling to their teams is heard. Soon the atmosphere is filled with an odor like that of cider. Bundle
after bundle of half-ripe corn is eaten by the cutter. The
corn is placed in a long trough at the end of which is
attached a circular blade. One man pushes the corn to the
cutter or blade which is revolved by a belt pulley run by
the tractor. From the cutter the corn goes into the mouth
of a pipe and is blown into the silo. Two tired little darkies
sweat and stamp the ensilage firmly inside the silo.
Bert has many rewards for his hard work. He regards
with satisfaction his bulls pawing the dirt in their close
pen, his house and other buildings glistening in the sun,
his healthy family; and he looks with pride at the new

imposing

silo.

He

is

happy!
Pauline Reid,

'39
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Mr. and Mrs.

X

^^*""~p^ ^^*^ y^^'

—

Hiram Dodd I hate you
you with
your darn goats and tumbling fences! This here
makes the third time today that I've done run
them animals out of my clover patch and the day little
more than half-done. Me with all my sixty-five years and
heart trouble! I'll show you that I ain't going to put up
with such doings no longer. I'm sick and tired of your
trifling ways, and I intends to try my hand at telling you
a few things, and it ain't going to be long off neither,"
Thus Mrs, Sadie Carter addressed a large porch column
which personified her nearest nieghbor, Mr. Hiram Dodd.
Exhausted after the wrathful outburst, she dried wet,
red, roughened hands on the coarse bag towel which hung
on a nail by the sagging porch door and sank wearily
into a low chair bottomed with strips of old inner tubes
from automobile tires. Her face was streaked with dirt
and perspiration and her eyes naturally blue were black
with sullen rage. Despair and helplessness were mingled
in her eyes and yet a certain grim determination was
visible in their depths. She continued to nurse her wrath
and began to make plans for an interview with her
neighbor immediately.
!

Hiram Dodd w^as a real curiosity to the neighborhood.
His talent was salesmanship, but he disliked the idea of
being tied down to one job; hence he was constantly
shifting. During his married life he had sold insurance,
fertilizer, paint, shirts, real estate, grass seed, various
kinds of farm animals, tablecloths, and goodness only
knows what else. He could sell anything; in fact he could
convince buyers that they were fortunate to have the
opportunity to buy from him. Everyone admitted he v^as
a very brainy man and a good man morally, but they
admitted also, that there was an undeniable streak of
laziness in his bones. His three hundred acre farm was
largely timber, and the cleared fields were springing up
in pine bushes. He had no tenants or hired labor of any
kind. The pride of his heart was his stock, his horses,
cows, pigs, and goats. The odd thing about it was that he

;
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them but would not provide adequate
was in trading his stock or
some farm machinery. He wouldn't have a car; yet, he was
a great traveler. Day by day he would hitch his spirited
mare to the old buggy and go rattling down the bumpy
insisted on keeping

fencing. His chief delight

dirt road, whistling "Annie Laurie" with all the zest of a
fourteen year old boy. Always jolly, he was welcomed
along the way, especially by little children who knew he
kept candy kisses stored away in his pockets. He was the
authority on a variety of subjects. Anxious mothers often
asked him how to deal with wayward sons and daughters
six year olds inquired about baby goats; shy little girls
climbed on his knees and pleaded for stories. Bashful
boys in their teens applied for information as to how to
win a girl's love. The older girls with regular beaux
consulted him as to the "holding" techniques. Farmers
wanted advice on doctoring sick cows and breaking twoyear old colts. Negroes greeted him thus: "Mr. Dodd,
when is you gwine to kill another cow and bring me
some?" or "Is you got a good possum dog you could sell
me cheap?" Thus his pleasant disposition and neverfailing' patience made him a great favorite ^vith young
and old, but his shiftlessness made him a constant trial
to his nearest neighbor.

Sadie Carter was a bustler. At
ing she

was up and

five o'clock

doing, bustling in

kitchen, putting fresh

wood

every morn-

and out of the big

into the range, rolling out

the dough for hot biscuits, frying fat back to

a

crisp

brown, and drawing water from the well in an old wooden
bucket. The rusty old chain creaked continually as it passed
through the wheel, and by the time the bucket had reached
the top, Mrs. Carter's hands were as rusty looking as the

The chickens and pigs, free to roam over the entire
yard, gathered around her feeet whenever she appeared,
and each welcomed her with its o\\ti individual grunt or
cackle. It was evident that they, too, were expecting
attention. Many and varied were her economies. She fed
the calves on buttermilk in order to have all the sweet
milk to churn. Butter and eggs were not for home use
unless there was company; they must be carried to the
store and sold. Soap must be made from old meat bones,
chain.
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and Red Devil lye. When it was
was good not only for kitchen and laundry,
but for facial purposes, so she thought. It was a rare
sight to see a new dishpan or washpan in her kitchen, for
skins, scraps of fat,

finished,

it

once one began leaking she poured in a generous supply of
tar to patch it. After this had hardened, hot water would
not melt it. Making bed quilts of old scraps of cloth and
tobacco bags was one of her chief pastimes. She did a
great deal of patching; indeed her son's work shirt often
resembled a patch work quilt. Mrs. Carter had to boss
all around her, else she would make life very unpleasant
for them. Her husband, now dead two years, had been
merely a tin soldier who marched or retreated at her
command. Her children feared her, and yet held a secret
admiration for her strength all of them were married
now, except one boy and he was courting pretty strong.
But even after marriage, they all looked up to her. They
had risen in the social scale, but they were weaklings so
far as character was involved her will had been so firmly
imposed upon them that they had learned to exercise but
little judgment of their own. Thus, she ruled her flock
and glorified in the ruling, but Hiram Dodd, the one thorn
in her flesh, with his darn goats and tumbling fences, he
would not be ruled by her.
;

;

Charlotte Davis,

'39

Awakening"
My

heart

is

filled to

With joy
It'll

I

overflowing

can't express,

simply have to start to growing,

To hold such happiness.
Just what this feeling's
I

all

about

can't exactly say,

But beyond the shadow of a doubt,
I know it's come to stay.
For

been feeling sort of queerish.
all choked up inside,
And it just spreads all over me,
This joy I cannot hide.
I've

And

if I'm always singing,
I'm as docile as a dove;
I'm not yet sure just what it is,
But I sort of think it's love.

It

seems as

Betty Hardy,

'40

Dan Proposes
Anna Johnson,

to Sis
'41

had always been a favorite with me. Maybe it was
because she was twenty-two and I was only eleven.
Then, too, it may have been because she was so
pretty, w:ith big blue eyes and gold hair. Dan thought she
was pretty, too. He told me so once, and when I teased her
about it, she blushed. I wondered if he had told her.
Did I tell you about Dan? Well, he was Sis's beau.
He had ben going with her for about three years off and
on. But this last year it had been mostly on. I expected
him to propose any minute. I suspect Sis did, too.
[IS

One night when Dan was coming Sis put on her new
was soft and very blue. She looked pretty as a

dress. It

picture in my story book. I felt way down in
that Dan was going to propose that night.

my

heart

"And," I resolved to myself, "he isn't going to do it
without me."
After dinner, I wiped the dishes for Mother, so Sis
wouldn't get her dress dirty. When I was through, I went
outside to play. It was still light when I heard Dan's car
stop at the gate. I slipped under the porch and peeped
through the lattice at them. When Dan saw her, he
stopped and stared at her. Then he laughed and told her
how pretty she looked. I knew he was thinking more than
that.

want to go inside.
I slipped into the house by the back door and asked Mother
if I could go next door and play with Jane.
"All right," she said, "but come home at bedtime."
Bedtime was nine o'clock for me. That meant I had
another hour. I slipped through the hedge and talked to
Jane for a few minutes.
When it was dark, I tiptoed around the front porch
and crawled down by the steps.
Dan and Sis were sitting in the glider. I could hear a
It

was getting dark, and

I

didn't

!
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Jiev'iew

swayed back and forth. They were
Sis had heard the matches in Engtennis.
about
talking
morning. I knew Dan liked tennis.
that
radio
the
land on
team.
college
his
on
played
He had
both laughed. It was
and
they
something,
said
Dan

tiny squeak as they

quiet for a few minutes. I was getting tired, all cramped
up by the damp steps.
Then Sis asked him about his work at the office. I was
worried, because I thought it was a pretty bold hint. I

wanted to tell her to go slow.
Then I heard him say rather

quietly, "The boss talked
manager at Wakeside in
me
may
make
He
today.
to me
work I'm doing."
liked
the
said
he
He
a few weeks.
think,
Sis said, "Oh, Dan, I'm
could
even
I
Then before
so glad."
"Marge, Dan said, "would you like to drive somewhere?
Maybe around the park or out to the lake?"

talked. I was
propose!
going
to
wasn't
he
Suppose
getting anxious.
here
for a little
just
sit
"Let's
"Later," I heard Sis say.
ridge."
over
the
almost
moon.
It's
while and look at the
porch. I
across
the
walk
and
Then I heard her get up
then
and
followed
her,
He
me.
see
was afraid she would
porch.
the
of
other
end
at
the
were
suddenly I knew they
They were standing by the railing. I heard Sis say, kind
of tight and scared-like, "Isn't it beautiful tonight, Dan?
Everything is so quiet and still. And you can see so
plainly, the moon is that bright. Don't you feel all rested
and and good somehow?"
Then I heard Dan say, "You're beautiful, Marge."
Something struck me before he went any further. I
couldn't stay any longer. It wasn't nice to eavesdrop. Besides, I wanted to cry. Dan was going to ask her to marry
him! I slipped away as quietly as I could.
I

knew Dan was nervous by the way he

— —

climbed into bed, there was a lump in
that felt as big as a mountain. I wanted to cry

As

I

my

throat

"

"

Life Is Like That!
Annie Ruth Baird,

'39

I.

^^^y^ELL,"

the girl in the doorway hesitated.

yjy

"Decidedly not," the young
"Breakfast?"

"No.

"I've

endured your scrutiny long enough. Like what
you see?"

I

arrival in

man

at the table grunted.

just thought I'd run over and announce my
to your aunt and tell her the latest news.

town

I've got to tell

someone."

"Who's getting divorced now, or married, whichever
be?" Pat inquired between mouthfuls of bacon.
"I am," she announced brightly.
"What!" Pat fairly shouted. "You're what?" Astonishment was written on every line of his face.
it

may

"I

am

going to be married," Sylvia repeated with the

air of a patient school teacher.

"You? What for? To whom?" Pat bombarded her
with questions.
"Just hold your horses! You seem to think I'm still an
Infant. Has it ever occurred to your majesty that I am
twenty-one? And as my Eugene says
"Your who?" Pat forgot to drink the coffee he already
had half-way to his mouth.
"Eugene Lannes to you, my lad. And I shall be
Madame Lannes to you. My, won't that sound classy?"

—

She giggled at the thought.
Pat, how'ever, could see nothing funny about
said as

it

and

much.

"But, Pat, just wait until you see him. He's tall, dark,
and handsome; and oh, Pat! He does the most exciting
and romantic things."
"Yeah! Like what?"
"Oh, like sending me roomfuls of roses, and

—

"
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"Nice, extravagant tastes the gentleman has,"

murmured.
"And and serenading beneath

—

my window

Pat

with his

guitar."

Pat gave a vicious snort and promptly choked over
his coffee.

"Goodness, Pat. The next time I get married I'm not
going to break the news to you while you're at breakfast.
Aren't you even going to give me your best wishes for a
happy married life?"

Pat laid his knife jdown impressively. "Look here,
You don't want to go and get mixed up with this
foreign guy. Those romantic fellows never turn out well.
Does he even have a job?"
"Of course, he has a position," she retorted. "And I
think you're horrid. You haven't changed a bit since the
days when you used to annoy me in school, and
"All right! all right!" He threw up his hand and rose
from the table. "I'm sorry. Forget it. Have you broken the
sad new's to your father?"
"Sad news indeed! Of course. I wired dad about it on
Sylvia.

—

my way from

Paris."

"liow'd' he take it?"

"Just as you did. You two are disgustingly alike anyhow. He fumed around and wanted to know why I couldn't
find a nice young American chap. Then as an after thought
he added, 'Like that young neighbor of yours.' Of course,
I couldn't tell him that that nice young neighbor of mine
didn't even know I existed and that, if he did, he probably
considers me a lanky, red-headed tomboy still."

Pat thoughtfully watched her back as she swept out
of the room.

II.

"Oh, dash it all!" Pat disgustedly crumpled the paper,
flung it into the trash basket, and stared balefully at the
neat office door, bearing the words "Patrick Morgan,
Architect."

"Why should I care what Sylvia Stevens does?" He
ground out a cigarette he had just lit. "Yet I do care.
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Much more than

I'd ever thought I'd care about anyone!"
There was a knock on the door, "Come," he yelled,
without even raising his eyes until a gay voice fluted out.

"Hello, there!"

With a gasp of surprise he faced Sylvia and her companion as she breezed

in.

"Pat, meet my fiance,
Patrick Morgan."

Pat

felt

an almost

Eugene Lannes. Dear,

this

is

impulse to punch him
shook hands and congratulated

irresistible

in the jaw, but instead he

him.

Then out of a clear sky Syhda announced brightly,
"Pat, we've decided we want you to draw up the plans for
our home."

He groaned inwardly. "What, plan a house for Sylvia
and that guy to live in Never," he thought looking at the
debonair young man who was casting such languishing
!

glances at Sylvia.

"Of course, we won't take up your valuable time now,
but just think about it. We'll talk it over seriously later."
She took Eugene's arm and the two left the office.
"Just think about

it

!

That's the one think

I

don't

want

to do."

Suddenly he was galvanized into

"You

fool," he derided himself.

action.

"A

lot

you can do at

this late hour."

By this time he had already dialed 4624. He ordered
sweetheart roses an armful of them sent to the Stevens

—

—

home.

Slamming on

his hat,

he struck out for the telegraph

oflfice.

Once there, he rather regretted his hasty action but
decided this was no time for regrets. He chewed on the end
of his pencil and thought irrelevantly that he would have
to unearth his old violin and brush up his memory of
music. A violin, he decided, would give much the best effect

anyway.
Then, with a wicked grin he wrote, "Have made an
important discovery stop that guy Eugene does not love
you half as much as I do stop."
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this every couple of hours," Pat comthe bewildered operator.
"Sounds screwy to me", she murmured as he walked

"Send a copy of

manded
out.

Entering a hotel grill room two hours later, he
suddenly heard a familiar voice. He glanced up and found
himself staring squarely into the face of Eugene Lannes,
just leaving the room with a blonde.
Eugene paled visibly and Pat bristled. The former
quickly recovered his nonchalant composure and turning,
addressed his companion as they passed out to the door.
"Well", Pat Whistled. "I'm going to see what this is
all about." Suddenly he didn't want anything to eat after
all and turned to the door.
"Maybe," he added hopefully, "I'll get a chance to say
a piece of my mind to that guy, too."
"Never did like his looks anyhow, and definitely I don't
like that blonde companion," were his thoughts as he
recklessly piloted his car around corners on two w^heels in
frantic pursuit of the taxi Lannes had taken.

A

few minutes

later he

saw Lannes

bid the girl good-

bye in front of a pretentious apartment building, then
dismiss the driver and continue on foot. Pat parked his
car and did likewise.
Finally after a devious route Lannes paused before
the entrance to a park. Pat quickly dodged behind a car
as he saw M. Lannes looking around while lighting a
cigarette before he entered.

"Something's fishy about all this. Wonder where all
this will land me. Probably in jail. Or maybe I've invited
myself on a wild goose chase after all. Why should I be
so suspicious of that fellow's intentions just because I'm
jealous as a cat."

Following, he saw Lannes sit down by a long, lanky
person, whose head was buried in a newspaper, apparently
asleep. Inching nearer, Pat wondered dubiously if he
could, with the aid of increasing shadows, make himself
unseen, and get closer.

In a moment he was rewarded with seeing Lannes
lean over and say, "Bill, listen. The stage is all set for
tonight."

!
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amazing alacrity and

spluttering.

like an old Ford on a cold morning."
grinned, then listened.

Pat

"W-what! Tonight? But I thought we had planned for
tomorrow night!"
"Not so loud, you fool," his companion warned. "We
can't wait. I saw that fellow Pat Morgan a little while
ago."

"What's he got to do with us?" Bill wanted to know.
"He'll have plenty to do with us if we don't clear out
of here. That look he gave me showed that his brain has
at last begun to work, and he'll soon find out about that
hoax the Stevens dame is putting over on him. Then it
will be all over for us because there would be no excuse
for me hanging around the place any longer. See?"
Pat gasped, but he leaned forward to hear the next
words.
"We'll have to change our plans a little." Lannes continued, dropping his voice so that Pat could scarcely hear.
"I'll go by at twelve o'clock on the pretense of returning

While we're talking you slip around up
grab the jewels. You know where they
stairs
and
back
the
key
that will let you in the back door."
have
a
I
are, and
"Yeah! You'll have the heavy work, won't you? You
talk to the girl. I slip up and do the dirty wiork," Bill
jeered at his partner. "Oh, well !" He yawned and slumped
back in his former position as if the subject had lost all
this evening bag.

interest for him.

Suddenly he peered from behind his newspaper. "Say
Why in thunderation did she pick you out to masquerade
as her fiance

anyhow?"

"Chiefly because I'm French. Now see, I'm supposed
some fellow she met in Paris where she was studyshe
ing. I think maybe her little plan is succeeding if
intended to make Morgan sit up and take notice of her."
to be

"If you don't have all the luck," the other groaned.
in town before this snap of a job falls

"You hardly get

spang in your lap! Then here you find she has not only
money, but jewels as well."
The details of the hoax had so stunned Pat that he
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sat motionless for a moment. Savagely saying things under his breath, he decided he had heard quite enough and
cautiously crept toward his car.

III.

Pat looked at his watch. It was eleven-twenty-five.
With a grimace of annoyance he tossed his book to the

He stared about the room, but he did not see the
book-laden shelves, nor the pleasant fire burning on
the hearth. The words, "He will soon find out about that
hoax the Stevens dame is playing on him," were still ringing in his ears.
table.
tall

"She picks up a Frenchman. Hires him

to act as her
can get a laugh on me. And here I've been
running around like an idiot just because I found I was
crazy about her. To her it is all a joke; but the worst
part of it is, I am still oh hang it. I'll go to bed and forget it. He can steal all the jewels she has!"
fiance, so she

—

He got up and began putting out the lights, but as his
glance fell on the clock, he paused uncertainly. Then with
an oath he reached for his hat and slammed it on his
head. It was now a quarter of twelve.
"I guess I'm fifty-seven different varieties of a fool,
but here I go." Picking up his flashlight, he went out
and slammed the door behind him.

Once on the Stevens grounds, he stepped into the
shadows and scanned the house. There was a light in one
window, Sylvia's window, he thought, but all was deathly
quiet.

"The

get into the house somehow. But
might crash into that
fellow, Bill. He's waiting around here for his chance."
first

I've got to

thing

watch

is to

my

step, else I

Making his way around to a window at the back of
the house, he wished fervently he had remained in the park
to hear the end of their plotting. He tried the window.
"Oh, hang it! Just as I thought; it's locked."

He

looked balefully at

it

as plans w^hizzed through

his mind.

"I've got it!

The

coal chute!"

"
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in the darkness he

found

it.

He was

just slender enough to squeeze through.

"Gosh. I've got to make it snappy," he panted as he
landed on the basement floor and gingerly felt of his
bruised shins.

Using his flash light, he found the steps and bounded
up them three at a time. At the top he cut the light off
and was rewarded by promptly falling over a chair.
He stood still in his tracks for a moment that seemed
like an hour, but only the dense silence was his answer.
He heard the sound of an automobile just as he reached
the top of the stairs. Turning, he saw the headlights
as it turned into the driveway below. Quickly he glided
over against the wall for he heard footsteps in the lighted

room.

The door opened and Sylvia stood framed

in the light-

ed doorway.

"Might as well put on my little act." Pat strode
toward her.
As she caught sight of his soot-covered face and
clothes, she uttered a gasp of astonishment.
"Y-you! Pat! What does this mean. Let me go at
once," she exclaimed as he roughly grasped her wrists.
"Not so fast, my little one!" he rasped out. "Listen
here. There's someone at the door, and
"Yes, so I surmise if the ringing of the doorbell means
anything," was the retort.
He gave her a jerk. "You are going down there and
act as if nothing has happened. Understand? And you're
not going to mention me either. Hold him there until I
come down."
"H-hold h-him?"
"Yeah Talk to him. Or sing to him anything. I don't
care what you do, but don't let him get away."

—

—

—

!

"Who?"
"Your fine friend, Lannes. If you squeal on me,
come right down and knock you out." He tightened

I'll

his

grasp on her wrists.

"Knock me out! Pat, what's happened
you wouldn't!"

"No? Just try

it

then.

Go on

to

you? You-

quick, or he'll get sus-
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picious," he commanded as she continued to stand there
with a dazed expression on her face. Suddenly she turned

quickly.

Pat, by this time, was already in her room. Jerking
open the closet door he jumped in just as he heard quick,
cat-light steps approaching.

Someone entered and went straight over to the opfrom behind a drapery of coats and
dresses, saw him pull down a picture, push a button, and
posite wall. Pat,
slide

back a small panel revealing a box-like aperture in

the wall.

As the man reached his hand into the opening, Pat
picked up a high-heeled slipper and aimed carefully at
him. Without waiting to see the results, he jumped from
his hiding place.
slipper hit its mark, stunning the man momentarbut by the time he had recovered, Pat was on him.

The
ily,

"One word and I'll choke you," he hissed with his
hands at the intruder's throat. The man struck out, right
and left, but did little damage. Pat gave him a blow
that made him go limp, then unceremoniously dumped
him on the floor. He dashed through the door with, "now
for that other job."

He slid noiselessly down the bannister to save time and
glided to the door. "Yep. He's still there," he exulted and
appeared suddenly and dramatically in the doorway.
Lannes stopped in the middle of an animated sentence
and stared at the soot-covered apparition standing there
with a fierce expression on his face.
Recognizing Pat, he opened his mouth to laugh when
Pat spoke. His voice was so soft and low that it startled
him more than if it had been hard and threatening.
"Thief!"

The results were astonishing to Sylvia, but just what
Pat had expected and hoped so he was ready when
Lannes lunged at him.
Sylvia's piercing scream brought immediate results in

—

the

form

;

of her father.

"W-what's g-oing on here?" he demanded in a shaky
voice, attempting to get himself into his bathrobe in
installments.
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"Sh-h," wiarned Sylvia, and the two of them breathwatched the fight which was now in full swing.

lessly

"Pat, go to

it,

boy!" cheered both of them at the same

time.

Pat accordingly put forth one final effort and sent to
Lannes' face a blow which in Sylvia's opinion was hard
enough to knock out an elephant. She clung to her father
as Lannes fell backward. Sylvia rushed forward as Pat
lurched and swayed on his feet.

—

—

"Upstairs jewels ^thieves," he gasped out and fell
as Sylvia left his side to get a pitcher of water.

Mr. Stevens hastened upstairs to see what had
happened. He burst in the door and almost fell out in his
astonishment, for on the floor was a man just coming
back to consciousness.
Sitting up and tenderly nursing his rapidy swelling
A transfer
jaw, he dazedly inquired, "What hit me?
truck?"

Mr. Stevens grasped the humor of the situation, sat
down on the bed and guffawed. Suddenly he checked him-

and stared at a jewel case he caught sight of on the
From there his wandering gaze traveled upward
to the open aperture. Catching the significance of the affair
and recalling Pat's words, he strode to the man, grasped
him by the hair and shouted, "Thief, huh?"
With one blow, he prostrated the intruder again and
rushed downstairs to impart his news to Sylvia.
Meanwhile Pat had regained consciousness, but he was
under the impression that it was raining in torrents.
"Funny," he mumbled. "Last time I looked at the sky, it
self

floor.

was

clear as a bell."

and saw Sylvia holding a now
"No more water," he gurgled,
"I'm not a fish. What happened?"
He raised himself to a sitting position, and saw
Lannes trying to open his best eye. Then Pat remembered

He opened

his eyes

empty pitcher over

his face.

everything in a flash.

"Oh, Pat! Will you ever forgive me?" Sylvia was
pleading. "I didn't mean to I mean I just wanted to
bring you to your senses."

—
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—

Pat broke in with a chuckle, "You surely did with
the aid of a pitcher of water."
"Oh, I don't mean that it's this this hoax."
As Pat's face hardened, she continued rapidly, "Pat!
You must understand. I wanted you to realize I was more
than just a a freckle-faced tomboy. I thought perhaps
you would I mean I got desperate and tried to jolt you

—

—

—
—

to—"
Pat had stared at her while she was stumbling through
her explanation; then, he grinned widely and broke in,
"Oh, shut up Just think of all the time we're wasting in
explanation. Come here! Don't you realize that a good
nurse must hold her patient's hand just so!"
Mr. Stevens, rushing down the hall, saw the tableau
and checked his movements.
"Guess my news can wait. That's the most sensible
thing I've seen Sylvia do since she came home," he chuckled
to himself. "S'pose I'd better do something practical.
Seems as if no one else around here is in condition to do
it." With that he stamped off toward the phone.
!

BOOK REVIEWS

FOR FLORIDA

by Pattie Broadhurst, Drexel

Hill,

Penn-

sylvania, Dial Press, Inc. Pp. 111. Price $1.50.

INTO
former

this collection of poetry Pattie Broadhurst, a

student of Farmville, has woven the fire,
the feeling, and the turbulent spirit of tropical
Florida. The poems are written in free verse and are, for
the most part, brief, arresting, and unusual. They literally
cry with color, reek with pungent odors, and pulsate with
low, vibrant music. Through emerald waters, red flowers,
jubilant sunshine, and velvet night, Pattie Broadhurst

—
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paints in her verse the ironies, the joys, and the triumphs
of the human being and the passions of the human heart.
Though there is much of the concrete in this poetry, there
is also an element of spirituality which asserts itself time
and again. The following verse illustrates this quality:

RED HIBISCUS
These are not flowers.
These are bright blobs of passion
Impaled by the sun
Brought here by starry winds from shadowless worlds,
And dropped careslessly about on unthinking bushes

Too dreamy to dislodge
Interminable kisses.

"Her work," says the Boston Evening Transcript,
"shows a genrelike simplicity that is reminiscent of a
Dutch painting, with all the charm of vivid and staccato
flashes of minute detail."
Katherine

S.

Roberts,

'39

LEGENDS OF THE SKYLINE DRIVE AND THE
GREAT VALLEY OF VIRGINIA by Carrie Hunter
Willis and Etta Belk Walker; Richmond, Virginia;
The Dietz Press, 1937, pp. 122.

Virginia born authors use as the starting point
CHESE
book the formation of the
for this fascinating
little

Order of the Golden Horseshoe. This group of men
led by Governor Spotswood of Virginia, was interested

The reader begins
his journey with the knights along what is now known as
the Skyline Drive. As he progresses, he is led along paths
filled with romance, adventure, and history. He may look
down upon the first settlers' homes around which are now
built the towns of today.
in exploring the hill section of Virginia.

Many

interesting customs of the early Virginians are
described in this vivid and fluently written book. It serves
as a means not only of presenting valuable legends, but

also of correcting certain misconceptions
established by false teachers. For example,

previously
are told

we
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Abraham Lincoln were not poor and
but were influential and prosperous Virginians
who lived in a handsome brick colonial house which is
still preserved at the little village of Edom.
Enlightening facts are given about the discovery of
many of the natural wonders of our State like Natural
Bridge, Massanutten Caverns, Grand Caverns, and Shenandoah Caverns.
There are also sections devoted to older institutions
of higher learning like the University of Virgina, Virginia
Military Institute, and Washington and Lee University,
as well as to recent recreational devlopment like Hungry
Mother Park.
Perhaps no work embodies the facts about the subject
more concisely, more simply, and with a truer Virginia
tang than does "Legends of the Skyline Drive and the
Great Valley of Virginia.
that the ancestors of
shiftless,

Ervin

May

Hamilton,

'38

FOUR YEARS IN THE GOVERNOR'S MANSION OF
VIRGINIA by

Etta Donnan Mann. Published in 1937

by The Dietz Press, Richmond, 324 pages.

OIARIES

are often intimate and colorful records of
experiences, and Mrs. Mann's diary of her
life as the wife of the governor of Virginia from
1910 to 1914 is just such a record.
As First Lady of Virginia, Mrs. Mann met and entertained scores of people. This she records so simply and
delightfully that the reader finds himself mingling congenially with President Taft, the governors of many
states, Mary Johnston, the novelist, and other Virginians
Who are locally well-known today.
Newspaper accounts of both the political and the social
activities of her husband are made an integral part of
Mrs. Mann's record of events. They tell in vivid journalistic style about guests, what the ladies wore, the party

human
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decorations of the mansion, the Governor's speeches, and
the way his policies were received. She wrote her commentaries, the reader will remember, not for publication
but merely to remind herself in years to come of her joys
and triumphs during her great days in The Mansion.
This record of events calls attention to the fact that
even in the Governor's Mansion there are servant problems, menus to plan, cleaning to do, and many other
routine household chores which the public are not aware
of who read that Governor and Mrs. Mann were entertaining President Taft. Mrs. Mann took pride not only in
her smoothly running household, but also in the ambitious
efforts of her cook.
The diary presents the life picture of Mrs. Mann as
the wife of the governor, the mother of a boy, and the
old-fashioned hostess of interesting people as with dignity
and grace she moved through "Four Years in the Governor's

Mansion of Virginia."
Madeliene McGlothlin,

'38

To—
You

don't have to keep telling me.
Telling me that you care.
'Tis joy enough for me to know.
That you are simply there.

Betty Hardy,

'40
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